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365 Stories and Rhymes for Boys - Parragon 2015-04-01
Enjoy a different story every day of the year with this beautifully
illustrated treasury for boys. From traditional favorites to new tales, it is
perfect for reading together or for children to read to themselves. Which
story will you read today?
Five-Minute Stories - Cottage Door Press 2018-10-02
"Discover faraway lands and magical kingdoms, flee from thundering
giants and cunning beasts, and fall in love with brave animals and
beautiful princesses... There is always time to read together with this
treasure trove of over 50 five-minute fairy tales, fables, and classic
stories" -- Page [4] of cover.
Mother Goose Treasury - Parragon Books 2018-10-09
Cuddle up on the sofa with this beautiful book, open the pages and take a
look. There are lovely pictures and familiar rhymes, to share with your
child before sleepy time. Join Mother Goose, kings, and twinkling stars,
let your dreams and imagination take you far. This is the perfect book for
reading aloud and sharing and will be treasured by children throughout
their childhood.
365 Bedtime Stories - Nan Gilbert 2018-01-23
Here are all the most famous and most enjoyable bedtime stories under
one cover. Included among those stories are Aladin and His Lamp,
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Sinbad the Sailor, and Ali Baba and the Forty Thieves. These stories will
keep you awake, wondering what happens next. 365 Bedtime Stories in
all.
365 Stories and Rhymes - Cottage Door Press 2019-08-27
Enjoy a magical fairy tale, exciting story, or classic rhyme every day of
the year.
365 Bedtime Stories - Ann McKie 1996-12
Colour with Crayons Part - 1 - 2016
Stories and Rhymes for Every Bedtime - Parragon 2010-08-01
An illustrated collection of comforting or funny stories, action rhymes,
and favorite tales.
365 Bedtime Stories and Rhymes - Cottage Door Press 2018-10-02
Snuggle up with your favorite nursery rhymes and drift into the magical
worlds of all your most beloved fairytale characters. This beautifully
illustrated storytime treasury padded keepsake brings together the
talents of illustrators from around the world with well-loved stories and
rhymes both kiddos and their grown-ups will enjoy. Find new stories and
adventures to fill your imagination every night with this bedtime family
favorite. Sweet Dreams! Short stories designed to quickly entertain
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without cutting into precious bedtime schedules Bond with your child
through family storytime and strengthen a love for books and reading
Over 50 classic stories and rhymes included: Twinkle Twinkle Little Star,
Little Bo-Peep, Miss Mary Mack, Hickory Dickory Dock, Hansel and
Gretel, The Lion and the Mouse, The Ugly Duckling and more Gorgeous
illustrations and beautifully written tales will bring a smile from ear to
ear Collect all titles available in the padded treasury book collection
The Giant Book of Bedtime Stories - William Roetzheim 2007-02-15
A collection of traditional children's nursery rhymes, fables, Bible stories,
proverbs, and fairy tales.
365 Bedtime Stories - Christine Allison 2011-03-02
Arranged as a lively journey through the year, 365 Bedtime Stories
includes stories for every mood, occasion, and day of the year. There are
stories celebrating the New Year, beginnings and second chances, myths
about the arrival of spring, foolhardy stories for April, tales of
independence for July, spooky tales for October nights, soothing tales for
difficult days, tales of gratitude and thanksgiving, and miracles for the
year end. Although each story is designed to be read aloud, the charming
drawings and sidebars on storytelling that accompany them are likely to
inspire both readers and listeners to add their own imaginative
embellishments along the way. Designed for children from ages 2 to 10
years old, these entertaining stories are short enough (one-half to oneand-a-half pages long) to make it easy for readers to agree to the "just
one more story" their listeners are sure to request.
365 Bedtime Stories and Rhymes - Kath Smith 2012

paintings are surprises, like an anthropomorphic baking bear, a pelican
sea captain, and Peter Piper as a pug on two legs. Welcome to a world
where "There Was a Crooked Man" is not about a hunchbacked senior
but rather a madcap, double-jointed dandy who might be "crooked" in
more ways than one. Jack (Be Nimble) is a leaping cricket and Yankee
Doodle a fun-loving chipmunk on a fullsize horse. Scott Gustafson's
unique style, influenced by legendary book illustrators Arthur Rackham
and N. C. Wyeth, makes this a volume to be treasured by children and
illustrated-book lovers of all ages.
Classic Nursery Rhymes - 2016-10-06
Featuring gorgeous vintage artwork from Enid Blyton's illustrator
Dorothy M. Wheeler this book of classic nursery rhymes is the perfect
gift. Original artwork from 1916 illustrates nursery favourites including
Little Jack Horner, Jack and Jill and Humpty Dumpty. This stunning
hardback is a must-have for every child's bookcase. Includes a foreword
by Children's Laureate Chris Riddell.
365 Animal Stories and Rhymes - Kath Smith 2011
365 Animal Stories and Rhymes - Cottage Door Press 2021-02-02
Snuggle up with your favorite animal stories and rhymes and explore into
the magical worlds of beloved characters. This beautifully illustrated
storytime treasury padded keepsake brings together the talents of
illustrators from around the world with well-loved stories and rhymes
both kiddos and their grown-ups will enjoy. Find new stories and
adventures to fill your imagination every day with 365 animal tales to
explore.
365 Stories and Rhymes - Parragon Books Ltd 2016-08-16
365 stories and rhymes to fill imaginations with adventure! Discover
pirates, dragons, wizards and more. Enjoy an action-packed fairy tale,
exciting story or classic rhyme every day of the year.
365 Bedtime Stories and Rhymes - Parragon 2015-04-01
Snuggle up with your favorite nursery rhymes, drift into the magical
worlds of all your most treasured fairy-tale characters, and find new
stories and adventures to fill imaginations every bedtime of the year

Favorite Nursery Rhymes from Mother Goose - Scott Gustafson
2014-10-14
IPPY Award Winner From nonsense to lessons learned, these 45 rhymes
include the very well known (Itsy Bitsy Spider) and the somewhat
familiar (Hickety, Pickety, My Black Hen). The truly fantastic pictures
speak more than a thousand words as artist Scott Gustafson riffs in paint
on themes present and imagined in each verse. Nursery rhymes are
classic, and so are some of the artist's interpretations. But other
365-bedtime-stories-rhymes
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Sweet dreams.
My First Disney Classics Bedtime Storybook - Disney Books
2018-10-23
Read along with Disney! Bedtime stories are classic, even for the littlest
dreamers. Follow along with word-for-word narration in this collection of
favorite Disney stories that's perfect for those cuddly moments!
Disney 365 Stories - Parragon 2016-09-06

Clap, sing, and dance along with a host of favorite characters and share
the magic of reading with your little one. Full of classic verses and bright
illustrations, every child will enjoy the wonderful world of nursery
rhymes inside.
365 Bedtime Stories - Om Books Editorial Team 2007-12-01
Bedtime will now be a time of magical fairies, mischievous elves, wicked
witches and talking animals! Enter a wondrous land of fantasy and fun.
Goodnight Stories - Parragon 2012-04
Goodnight Stories is a perfect collection of 365 stories and rhymes to
cuddle up with.
My Treasury of Stories & Rhymes - Nicola Baxter 2012-07-31
Presents a collection of teddy bear tales, fairy tales, animal tales, and
nursery rhymes.
365 Bedtime Stories and Rhymes (Deluxe Edition) - Parragon Books
Ltd 2016-08-23
365 Bedtime Stories and Rhymes has a new story for each day of the
year!
Disney 365 Bedtime Stories - Parragon Book Service Limited 2010

My Big Book of Stories and Rhymes - Peter Stevenson 1998
365 Stories and Rhymes for Girls - 2011
The Bedtime Story Book - 2010
A collection of traditional tales that are familiar favorites and lesser
known stories and fables from around the world.
365 Bedtime Stories - Anna Award 2013-08-01
Presents an illustrated collection of short stories to read at bedtime for
each day of the year.
My First Baby Animal Stories - Cottage Door Press 2020-03-03
Sharing a story together is precious. Snuggle up and read these
charming stories together. This is the time to sprinkle in life's lessons
and interact with your child. The board pages and the bright illustrations
will engage your child in the sweet animal stories. Makes a wonderful
gift for a new baby. Moms and Grandmas alike will enjoy this lovely
padded board book. 12 favorite animal stories Sweet illustrations help
young children stay interested in these favorite stories and rhymes
Encourages bonding between parents and children
Story a Day - KELLY MILES 2015-09-01
A Story A Day includes exactly 365 stories, fables and myths have been
beautifully retold. Much loved classics, legends from faraway places, and
famous chracters make this a collection to cherish. Each page is lavishly
illustrated. Includes traditional favourites such as The Hare and the
Tortoise, Cinderella and The Little Mermaid.
Bedtime Nursery Rhymes - Georgie Birkett 2012-02-24
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Good Night, Sleep Tight - Pamela Kennedy 2019-04-23
The Veggies prepare for bedtime in this sweetly rhyming board book. It's
getting late, and the Veggies are getting ready for bed. Laura and her
brother race to pick up toys, Bob snuggles in with a good book, Pa Grape
brushes his teeth, and Madame Blue sings a lullaby to sleepy peas. Little
ones will love seeing Veggie favorites, such as Junior Asparagus and
Petunia, perform familiar bedtime routines. With soothing illustrations
and lilting rhymes, this book will help children transition from playtime
to sweet dreams.
The Bedtime Book of 365 Nursery Rhymes - 1972
Disney - Scholastic Australia 2018-12
Read about your favourite Disney characters in this wonderful collection
of bedtime stories. With 365 tales, one for every day of the year, bedtime
has never been so much fun!
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A Story a Day - Kathryn Jackson 1998
Reissued after many years, this beautiful collection offers a year's worth
of original stories and poems, including new selections for Hanukkah,
Martin Luther King Day, and Kwanzaa. Richard Scarry's distinctive
artwork decorates every page of this family treasure.
Five-minute Stories - Parragon Books Ltd 2017-09-12
Five-Minute Stories is a wonderful collection of fairy tales and stories
children will love to listen to over and over. Some classics include
Cinderella, Three Little Pigs and so much more.
Disney Babies Bedtime Stories - Joey Green 1996-04
Stories and verses featuring Baby Mickey, Baby Minnie, Baby Donald,
and their friends celebrate the events in a baby's life and provide
reassuring examples of friendship and cooperation.
Bedtime Stories - Cottage Door Press 2021-09-14
Snuggle up with your little one and share this beautifully illustrated
treasury of bedtime stories for toddlers, complete with classic fairy tales,
songs, nursery rhymes, and more. From traditional favorites to some
newer tales, this treasury is perfect for reading together or for early
readers to read themselves. These classic bedtime stories for babies
through 8 year old kids are perfect for building literacy as children follow
along, while less familiar stories build interest and exercise imagination.
Charming artwork accompanies the stories and intrigues more visual
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learners. The beautiful retro-inspired storybook cover creates a cozy
reading experience and will look wonderful on any shelf or table in your
home. Check out more bedtime story books, or find a nursery rhymes
book or fairy tales book from Cottage Door Press to complete your
toddler story collection! Includes 40 stories, fables, songs, and rhymes,
which are perfect to read a bedtime story for kids or sing a little bedtime
song each night of the week Classics including Cinderella, Aladdin, Jack
and the Beanstalk, Snow White, and other stories accompany rhymes
such as Rock-a-Bye Baby, Rub-a-Dub-Dub, and Twinkle, Twinkle Little
Star Beautiful hardcover book is a great addition to all classic book
collections Bond with your child with bedtime stories for kids while
strengthening a love for books and reading. Reading together helps build
communication skills Explore more of our collection of kids stories across
several themes, including Animal Stories, Treasury to Read with
Grandma, Treasury to Read with Mommy, and a holiday favorite of
Treasury of Christmas Stories and Songs
My First Mother Goose Nursery Rhymes - Editors of Studio Fun
International 2018-05-29
The classic rhymes of Mother Goose and the beautiful illustrations of
Lisa McCue collide in this delightful padded board book! Bright, fanciful
watercolors by Lisa McCue capture the lively spirit of Mother Goose
rhymes that have delighted generations of young children. This small
treasury of classics is sure to be a story time staple!
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